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Pre-Viewing
How often do I watch lms?

I usually watch at least one lm every weekend, mostly together with my family. The advantage of
weekend-watching is that I can a ord staying up late without getting in trouble. From Monday to
Friday (if I watch anything at all), I tend to only watch one episode of a series a day, because this
does not take as much time as watching a whole lm.
During the exam period I watch less movies, even on the weekends, whereas in the holidays it
could happen that I nearly watch one movie per day. In general, I prefer movies (or at least short
series) to longer series, because sadly I often watch one season, then lack the time to continue,
and in the end I have lost interest in the story or the characters – so I don’t nish the series at all.
Therefore, a longer series has to be of a high quality in terms of plot and characters (for example
“Downton Abbey“), otherwise it doesn’t really make sense to me to watch the series until the end.

What are my sources?

I’m a stereo-typical DVD-person, increasingly changing to the use of Blue-Rays. My parents didn’t
want me to watch TV when I was young, therefore I never got used to watching it and these days
don’t feel the need to. I also use the streaming platform Net ix and sometimes the Amazon Prime
of my brother, who doesn’t have to pay for it because he’s an undergraduate. Because of all the
ads, I don’t like YouTube that much (and I personally don’t feel the need to have an own account).

What is my favorite genre?

To be honest, I don’t have a speci c genre as my favorite, but I do really like horror lms (not the
splatter ones, but those psycho mind-blowing originals, like “Hereditary“ or “Get Out“) and I also
like many science ction lms. The main thing to me is the plot of a lm, not the genre. My
respect goes to lms with deep plots, plot twists and plots with criticism on the society. The lm
makers should be innovative, creative and surprising, nothing bores me more than a repeated
cliché you’ve seen several times before just with a di erent starring (therefore: stay away from me
with corny love movies!).

What is my favorite lm and why?

It’s impossible to name one lm as I’m in love with so many good lms. To name one that has
really impressed me and also ts the utopia and dystopia topic: The Arrival. I could watch it again
and again, because it has got a story you understand a little better each time you watch it. I don’t
want to give away too much, but it deals with the arrival of aliens on earth and the main character,
an expert on languages, has to try to communicate with them. The image created of aliens is one
you’ve never seen before (spoiler alarm: no green Martians!) and it is quite possible that this lm
will make you change your understanding of the world… Additionally, the lm music is fantastic!

Do I have a favorite actor/actress and why him/her?

This may be surprising, but one of my favorite actors is Leonardo DiCaprio. In contrast to many
other people, I don’t like his early lover boy attitude, but his present way of acting. He is especially
brilliant in “Once Upon In Hollywood“ by Quentin Tarantino, improvising a monologue scene in
which the main character tries to sort out his alcohol problems. In this lm you see that he’s a
great actor who manages to play the role of another actor struggling with huge self-esteem
problems who tries to establish himself in the Hollywood scene forever.

Expectations on the lm “Soylent Green“

I expect the secret of Soylent Green to be something very shocking. The cover shows mechanical
diggers forcing many people onto their buckets and the description of the lm gives away that the
2022 future faces problems of overpopulation and that a common solution for nutrition is a green
puree by the Soylent Company. Because of these hints, my hypothesis is that the secret of
Soylent Green is its recipe, which could contain human esh.
Something I learned from Mister Harhues a few years ago is that certain proteins in the esh of
ones own species cause damage on ones brain, so one becomes demented. An example is the
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mad cow disease (medical term: bovine spongiform encephalopathy), which perfectly shows this
huge disadvantage of cannibalism (in addition to the fact that it’s ethically not completely bearable
and a little disgusting). To connect this fact to Soylent Green: it would be an e ective strategy to
shorten the lives of many people and diminish the overpopulation.
However, I hope to be surprised of the secret of Soylent Green and enjoy the watch!

While-Viewing
Content
Plot summary
About the world:
In 2022, the number of population of New York City counts 40,000,000 people. The whole world
deals with hunger. Most of the people are unemployed and can’t even a ord a small at – as the
government doesn’t want all these people dwelling on the streets, people sleep on the stairs of
unguarded hallways and in their cars, which have become their new houses. Lucky are those,
who can a ord living in an apartment, but these “nice places“ are very rare, so sometimes there is
a waiting time for several years until another tenant can get an apartment.
Overpopulation has also caused a high rate of unemployment. If you want to keep your job in a
rough world like this, you should avoid getting ill. Two days o and another person will take over,
there are enough people waiting.
The cities are covered in smog, look derelict and not at all like a place anyone today would like to
live in. But as the environment was mostly destroyed by mankind, there is probably nothing
beautiful left in this world to live close to. Leaving the country is forbidden anyway, so nobody
could nd out, if there is still “good land“ out there.
Some of the rich enjoy the luxury of stable energy supply, but to most people electricity is
something they can only dream of. With the help of machines that look like bicycles, some
produce their own electricity, which tends to icker from time to time and stresses the depressing
atmosphere in windowless, dark rooms they live in – if they have the money.
Scarce resources do not only a ect the extent to which people have access to electricity. A
central problem is the nutrition of so many people. Unemployed and poor can’t buy that much
food, but even the rich, who at least enjoy the luxury of space, privacy, clean water and adequate
health care, rarely have access to goods like beef or marmalade. Everybody usually lives o
tasteless, odorless synthetic food, for example so called “Soylent Green“.
The Soylent Corporation, which enjoys much in uence in this hungry world, generates a variety of
this food. A new recipe everybody wants to have is “Soylent Green“, which (according to the
company) consists of concentrates of “plankton gathered from the oceans of the world“. This very
popular but rare Soylent is sold only on Tuesdays.
About the plot:
Main character Detective Sergeant Thorn investigates the murder of William R. Simonson, a rich
man who worked for the Soylent Corporation and was killed in his apartment. During his
investigation, Thorn meets young Miss Shirl who is “furniture“ to the building and has to live with
the particular tenant. Miss Shirl thinks that Simonson agreed to die because he had sent her and
a guard away before the murder happened. She also gives the hint that Simonson had visited the
church shortly before he got murdered, so maybe the priest could know what had happened to
him.
Therefore, Thorn visits Simonson’s church and talks to the priest Paul, who is at that moment very
busy with helping the many poor people who try to nd place to stay – which for them is the
church. Paul behaves bizarrely: he seems to be far away with his thoughts and de nitely has
problems to concentrate on what Thorn asks him. His answers don’t seem to be helpful and the
viewer might think that maybe the hunger makes the priest act like this. But then he nally
mentions that the truth Simonson told him in his confession is destroying him. It becomes more
and more likely that the Soylent Company was involved in the murder.
Things get even more confusing as Captain Hatcher, Thorn’s boss, wants him to close the case
only after 24 hours. It seems, as if there was pressure from outside forcing him to make this
decision. So Thorn refuses to close the case.
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Dangerously, the Soylent Company learns about this and the fact that he spoke to the priest and
decides to send the killer out again, this time to murder Thorn and the priest. Paul gets killed rst,
then the killer tries to shoot Thorn, while he functions as a security guard on an overrun
marketplace. Luckily, the shots miss their aim and the killer dies from one of the scoops that are
used to clear the place from hungry, angry and panicking people.
Thorn’s private library Solomon Roth searches old les and continues his research at a Library,
where he learns about a horrible truth: there is no plankton left in the oceans of the world,
therefore Soylent Green doesn’t contain natural ingredients. It is made out of dead people.
The Company doesn’t want this truth to be revealed because it would cause a catastrophe, if
everybody knew about it. So they rather kill people instead of risking this scandal.
Sol is so shocked about these facts that he doesn’t want to live anymore. He leaves his partner
Thorn a note saying he’d go “home“ and visits an institution that gives poison to people who
choose to die. As they slowly lose consciousness, they are shown pictures on a huge, cinematic
screen, listen to the music they love the most and lie in a room lighted in their favorite color.
Thorn nds Sol there, but it is too late to save him because he already drank the poison. During
his last moments, Sol tells Thorn to go to the “Exchange“, where the dead bodies are brought.
So Thorn follows these instructions, enters unseen by anybody the waste disposal and nally
learns the secret of Soylent Green when he sees where the production lines with the dead bodies
on it end.
He ees and intends to reveal this shocking truth. But shortly after he had called Captain Hatcher
to come to the Exchange, he gets shot by another killer within the church. Hatcher arrives and
hears Thorn’s (probably last) words: “Soylent Green is made out of people.“ It is not clear whether
he will publish this information or if the truth dies with Thorn. At least it seems as if no one really
cared about Thorn’s words, although there are enough people around.

Two stills
1. First still: 00:05:23 => Sol has to use a device looking like a bike to provide their at with
enough electricity to keep it from ickering, while Thorn is eating the food Sol only can eat
when he’s hungry enough because according to him it’s “tasteless and odorless“. Thorn
seems to enjoy the food while Sol complains about the past and prefers to pedal on the
“bike“. I chose this still not only because of this contrast of the characters behavior (one who
was born in a world like this and one who thinks of the past all the time), but also because this
scene impressed me that much that I dreamed of it. Therefore, it must be something that
didn’t only fascinate my conscious mind, but also subconsciousness. In fact, the thought of
having to pedal on such a device to supply myself with electricity, perfectly stresses what an
important good of luxury electricity actually is.
2. Second still: 00:20:20 => Charles is standing lonely outside the elevator door. He as a servant
has to organize everything for the tenants, but his feelings don’t mean anything to other
people at all. Serving is his only determination. Him standing in front of that door symbolizes
how often he’s left behind and that he seems to be invisible to the wealthier others. His hopes
and fears, they just don’t matter to anybody. His job is his life, but it isn’t being respected by
others.

Poem: „Going home“ (library scene at 01:04:00)
Nobody cares, nobody tries.
Nobody lives, everyone dies.
Do they now make food out of people?
Do they lie and lose sight of the steeple?
Once when the world was still alive
It made sense for something to strive.
Now the stairs to heaven are closed
The calming lies were overdosed.
As the French Queen said:
Give cake to the poor!
Now they’re being fed
Themselves as the cure.
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Nobody cares, nobody tries
They all believe these terrible lies
Yes, they do make food out of people
When there’s no god, why look for the steeple?
Once when the world was still alive
It made sense for something to strive.
But people, o people, what have you done?
Now the dead cities are overrun.
As the French Queen said:
Give cake to the poor!
O with her head
Was poor men’s cure.

Five memorable quotes and why I like them
1. “This conversation with Governor Henry C. Santini is brought to you by Soylent Red and
Soylent Yellow, high energy vegetable concentrates, and new, delicious Soylent Green, the
miracle food of high-energy plankton gathered from the oceans of the world.“ (00:02:54)
=> This is said at the beginning of the lm about Soylent Green in the TV and it shows,
how much the Soylent Corporation is in control of the people. And, of course, that it
o cially sponsors a talk with a politician on TV – which today would be illegal. If they have
this extent of in uence, how could anyone e ectively ght against what they’re doing?
2. “You know, when I was a kid food was food. Before our scienti c magicians poisoned the
water, polluted the soil, decimated plant and animal life.“ (00:05:15)
=> Sol says this about what happened until 2022 and think it’s meant as a warning to us,
who know a better world and should protect it because it is so valuable.
3. “They told me to say that they were sorry, but that you had become unreliable.“ (00:11:20)
=> The Soylent Company told the killer to apologize to Simonson before he kills him. This
is so absurd and wouldn’t have been necessary: they could have killed him right away and
it would not have made any di erence. What I think is that the Soylent Company doesn’t
consider itself as “bad“ but as the ones who do what the world needs them to do because
otherwise there would not be enough to eat for everybody. So this quote shows a lot about
the self-perception of the company: not as criminals but as honorable heroes.
4. “Just Charles. It’s perfectly legal.“ (00:12:20)
=> That there are only forenames is a symbol of the overpopulation diminishing the
relevance of a single individual. Perhaps, there are not enough names available to name
almost everybody di erently, so they decide to only have forenames because their family
names and therefore their family roots are not important anymore.
5. “How did we come to this?“ (00:22:55)
=> Sol says this (crying!) as he sees beef. Something we today produce on mass and
consume without really thinking about it because it’s nothing special to us. I’m almost a
vegetarian and have experienced myself that beef tastes di erent and much more special
if you haven’t eaten any for a long time. Imagining that this behavior, being a vegetarian,
these days is something like a new movement and in “2022“ the people are all vegetarians
because there is no beef available, is funny, ironic and shocking at the same time.

Characters
A scene I like (01:07:00)
I especially like the scene in which Thorn discovers that Sol decided to die because it makes clear
that the secret of Soylent Green is so horrible that even a good character chooses to die instead
of living in a world without nature. Sol is the eldest main character and symbolizes people like us
who know a better world. Him dying means us dying. This makes the scene so relevant to us all
and makes at least me feel sympathy.
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Letter from Sol to Thorn: What goes trough his mind shortly before he leaves to die?
Dear Thorn,
As I’ve chosen to end my life, I want to thank you for being here for me all the time. It was such a
good feeling to have a friend in this cold, rough world to stand by my side. And although we used
to joke about loving each other, I know that sometimes these words weren’t simple jokes, but the
truth. We were friends, and sometimes I even thought of you as my son. At least I loved you like a
son, I don’t know if you ever thought of me as your father.
We had our di erences, but I think that’s normal in a father-son-relationship and I’m sure that it is
much better to disagree than to agree all the time, letting a misery happen. Agreeing was what
killed the world in some way, you know? As the politicians chose to compromise about reactions
to climate crisis, we lost time and in the end, it was too late to safe the world.
You and me disagreed, son, but only because we’ve grown up in such di erent ways. When you
were born, the world was already cold and lifeless. But I know the world’s beauty, all the miracles
of nature that once caused both joy and pain. I know the variety of life that existed when I was
young, the colors, the forms, the complex interplay of natural forces. When I was young, there
was nature everywhere. High, snow-covered mountains, mysterious, endless rainforests, gigantic,
powerful oceans. The smallest and even breath-taking tall animals.
But all this is lost now. Most of the time, you seemed not to be interested in my monologues
about the world that once was alive. I assume because you didn’t understand the sense of crying
about a world that has passed a long time ago and that will never return again.
I never meant to stress you out. My intention was to warn you about what can happen if mankind
acts sel sh. I wanted to inspire you telling you about the old world. And I always wished that one
day there would be a chance to heal the world again, to solve the problems.
This was the only thing keeping me alive over the last few years: hope.
But now I know that mankind is rotten from its roots and that there will be no healing. Therefore, I
can’t hold on anymore. I simply can’t. There is no such thing as sense in existing to me, now that I
know that I’m just another mouth to be fed. And to be honest, I don’t want to be fed what they
sell. I literally can’t swallow their lies anymore, it’s too painful. Every breath we as humans take on
this earth is sin, it’s just another way to torture earth and ourselves the same time.
Maybe one day you’ll understand me. When you’re older and the world has become even worse,
but the youth, unconscious of the past, doesn’t recognize it at all, although you’re telling them.
Thorn, there is no cure to this world, or at least none that could be given to it by mankind. The
only way to stop raping its grounds is for us to die. I nally understood: if earth shall life, mankind
shall die. So I, as one of the guilty murderers of nature, do the last thing I can to help this world,
and end my life.
Farewell, my friend and son, and eternally yours,
Solomon Roth

Interior monologue of Thorn as he finds Sol’s last letter:
He nally decided to do it! Dammit, I never thought he would really have the strength to do it! Old
man, why, why, why?! You have watched the earth slowly dying and you lived on! Why would you
end your life now, man? What horrible truth did you nd out?
Anyway, I have to stop him! He has to tell me what made him give up on healing the earth! It
doesn’t have to be true that there is nothing left to do, maybe he only doesn’t see the way out. I
must stop him. I must. But where would he go?
Ah, I’ve got an idea. Yes, he probably got there to say goodbye to the world he used to know.
Damn. How do I get there before it’s too late?! How do I convince them of letting him go? I must
speak to him. He went o for the research, came back, left the letter and went o again. So his
research must be the reason why he behaves like this.
God, god, god. Even if I’ll come too late and he already drank the poison – I have to nd out what
he got to know. Must be a threatening truth, the most horrible one. Why would they otherwise
have killed Simonson? Why would they have tried to kill me? What is the secret of Soylent Green?
It must be something the public would deeply condemn. What is the secret of Soylent Green? Do
I really want to know? I guess it’s my duty to reveal this truth the authorities hide from us. Oh my
god. I’m curious. But at the same time I don’t wanna know.
Oh, Sol, dear Sol! What truth is it that I’m about to reveal? What is the secret of Soylent Green?
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One of the main characters
I chose Miss Shirl because she represents the role of women in this dystopian world and it is
interesting to examine the pros and cons of her life. I think she could also have been a less
important character because the last time she is mentioned is when Thorn tells her to stay with
the new tenant. So she has no major impact on the story. Nevertheless, the makers of the lm
made her a main character and I’m pretty sure a love story to entertain the viewers wasn’t the
intention of this action: the lm makers wanted her to convey a very own message…

Character profile
Name: “Miss“ Shirl
Age: 21 (according to Shirl herself) or 24 (housekeeper Charles’ statement)
Job: furniture to the building Simonson lived in, owned by the particular tenant as an
unquestioning companion, meant to do everything the tenant wants her to do
Living standard:
Home: the building she’s furniture to
Nutrition: depends on the tenant, but usually very well because the tenant is rich
(otherwise he couldn’t a ord the apartment)
Power: depends on the tenant, Simonson was more generous than the next tenant, so
basically she has no power at all, unless the tenant allows her to decide about things like
the food they’re gonna eat
Happiness: supposed to be happy because in contrast to other people she has the luck to
live without the fear to starve, but she’s also powerless, therefore she may be unsatis ed,
although she probably never knew to be in another position
Daily routine:
• play with presents the tenants gives to her
• go and buy food
• have sex with the tenant whenever he wants to
• be charming and funny at dinner parties the tenants wants her to join
• be “invisible“ whenever the tenant wants to be left alone
Typical behavior: as if she had no own will, obedient, friendly, polite, charming, calm, as if she
admired the tenant, decent, sometimes even a bit shy
Disadvantages of her life:
• no position of power, unfree
• possibly violence used against her by the tenant and she has no right to protest =>
defenseless
• oppressed by society
Advantages of her life:
• better than living on the streets and starve
• living at a “nice place“
• if the tenant treats her with respect, her life is not so hard and she can enjoy the luxury
• get presents by the tenants

Interview with the character
I: Hello Miss Shirl – Shirl? Is that right? Or do you want me to call you by your second name?
S: Oh, I haven’t got a second name. The tenants usually call me by a name they like. The one
before Simonson had a daughter who he was called “Shirley“, nickname Shirl, but she ran away
when she was pretty young. He named me after her, so he could pretend she was still there.
I: Interesting story. So you could help him deal with his grief?
S: Grief? No, no. There was no grief. She had good reasons to run away. He didn’t treat her very
nice.
I: Well, I guess if everything was okay, there would be no reason to ee such a nice place.
S: I don’t know if that’s right. I mean… some rich people su er from depressions because they’ve
got everything whereas they see people starve on the streets every day. It’s their conscience.
I: You talk about Simonson, right?
S: He wasn’t the only one, I assume, but yes, he was de nitely tortured by his conscience.
I: What was he like? Did he treat you better than the others?
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S: He was the best. Living with him I had nothing to fear, he always treated my like his own
daughter, bought me beautiful presents and cared about me as if I wasn’t only furniture.
I: Besides the sex.
S: [laughes nervously] Well… I think he wouldn’t have forced me to have sex with him. But
sometimes he seemed so worried and helpless. I wanted to give something back to him. I knew
other tenants who weren’t like them. They did things to me… But he wasn’t one of those. And I
wanted to show him how much I appreciated him being so soft and caring.
I: How did you feel when he died?
S: [suddenly with tears in her eyes] Oh… It was… [sni ng] It was the worst. The worst thing ever
happening to me. It felt like… I immediately wished I was dead too. He was such a wonderful
human. Most people in his position abused their power, but he didn’t. He was always decent and
correct. Did you know he gave a lot of his money to the poor at his church? He always wanted a
better world. He wanted to help. But the more he knew about this world, the less his help seemed
to be relevant.
I: Did he talk about that to you?
S: No. No, he kept his secrets. If he promised you something, he held on to it. He was an honest
man. But he could also take secrets to his grave. And nally… [sobbing] Finally he did.

Who is your favourite minor character and why?
My favorite character is Paul, the priest, because he goes on helping the poor people although he
knows about the secret of Soylent Green. Instead of killing himself, he tries to go on with his
duties as a priest and do something good. He obviously su ers a lot from what Simonson told
him, but he doesn’t give in. Simonson and Solomon Roth both choose to die, but he goes on
helping. This is why I admire him and think he’s truly what they’d call a “god’s person“.
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Working with scenes and motifs
Topics/themes which come up throughout the movie and what they mean
- Overpopulation: the 2022 main problem causing other problems like the nutrition, poverty and
inequality

- Nutrition: is a huge problem in 2022 because there are many people to feed but scarce
resources

- Environment: the way humans treated the earth caused an environmental breakdown which
killed animals and plants

Symbols or things which are important
In terms of overpopulation:
• Scoops: they come to clear the market place from all the hungry and aggressive people
• Non-permits: people without special license to stay on the streets after sundown
• Stairs: as it is forbidden to stay on the streets after sundown, poor people sleep on the stairs
• Stair guard: he makes sure that poor people don’t disturb the rich by dwelling on their stairs
• Institution that helps old and disabled people to die a comfortable death
• Waste: dead bodies go to waste as there is no space or time for funerals and graveyards
• Job security: if you can’t work for more than two days, there will very soon be someone to
take over
• Cars: the new homes to many people because they can’t a ord a at (space is an expensive
good these days)
In terms of nutrition:
• Soylent: the common food, available in various colors
• Beef: even most of the rich never owned beef
• Marmalade: delicious, but extremely special and expensive
• Grapefruit: most people never saw one
In terms of the environment:
• Tree sanctuary: a small place covered by a plastic tent, where a few trees are kept in an
atmosphere they can live in
• Theater: here they show old lms of the environment when it was still full of life
• Plankton: dead, although this truth is being hidden from most people

About the main problem: overpopulation
In the year 2022, as it is presented in the lm, the main problem is overpopulation. The more
people draw from earth’s resources, the less resources are left. Nature needs time to reproduce
everything and hazardous greenhouse gases make it even harder for earth to cope with mankind’s
living standard.
So one day, there are very few resources left but many people to feed and to be provided with
space, medicine and clean water. These people also compete for the few jobs that are available.
Those who haven’t got the chance to earn money themselves, will get more children who could
take care of them, when they’re older and to provide the whole family with the minimum of
resources they need to live.
It is a doom loop: poor people get more children, more children get even more children and so on.
Inequality will logically increase in such a society because there are simply not enough goods for
everyone. The technological achievements of the past will get lost and a redevelopment will take
over. Soon there will be women oppressed by men again, just because it’s easier for the system to
diminish the number of voices in the society.
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Working with words
Glossary with new words I want to remember
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to allocate = zuordnen
angle = Winkel, Perspektive
authorities = Obrigkeiten, Behörden
comfort = Geborgenheit, Behaglichkeit
crud = Dreck
to forsake = aufgeben (schlechte Gewohnheiten)
intermittently = zwischenzeitlich
odorless = geruchlos
perceptible = wahrnehmbar
to permit = erlauben
sanctuary = Heiligtum, Zu uchtsort
schmuck = Idiot
scoop = Schaufel
to sob = schluchzen
subconsciousness = Unterbewusstsein
tenant = Mieter/-in
unquestioning = ohne Fragen zu stellen, bedingungslos

Mini Dictionary
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One scene
I chose the scene of Solomon Roth’s death because it is full of stylistic devices and so touching
that it almost makes me cry… Additionally, it teaches the viewer a lot in a very e ective way.
The scene scene I want to analyze starts at 01:10:00 and ends at 01:15:00. In this scene of the
lm, the character Solomon Roth dies with the help of a special institution that helps old and
invalid people to die, if they feel super uous to the world. It is one of the key moments of “Soylent
Green“ because it stresses the beautiful and rich nature that used to exist, but is dead now. To
provoke emphasis, the lm uses certain cinematic devices in terms of camera work and
movement, lightning e ects, point of view and especially music.
First of all, the scene is contrasted by two perspectives: the view of dying Sol and the view of
Thorn who looks at the scene through a window. Within the “dying chamber“ the orange, warm
light creates an atmosphere of comfort and peace, whereas the outside is covered in cold, white
light giving the place an industrial, sober appearance.
This contrast can be seen as a symbol of the world as it used to be and the world in the year
2022: in the past, the world used to be a vivid, beautiful place lled with colors and a variety of
life. Now everything is lifeless and turned into a rough, pragmatic world, in which life for most
people means survival on a daily level instead of enjoying nature’s beauty (which of course
doesn’t exist anymore).
Thorn, who has never known the beautiful world, takes over the role as an unconscious spectator
seeing all these things for the rst time, whereas Solomon’s view is dominated by nostalgic,
melancholic memories and especially sadness about what the world in 2022 misses.
So the lightning e ects, as well as the point of view, in uence the perception of the scene
immensely: the contrast of past and present becomes obvious and creates a basic atmosphere
which additional stylistic devices can now intensify.
In terms of the camera use, it is striking that there are many long cuts which help the viewer to
focus on every detail the nature-clips Sol is being shown on the screen. It also adds to
atmosphere: more cuts and camera movements can be seen while Thorn ghts with the guard or
deals with technical problems, but within the chamber, static shots give emphasis to the calm,
melancholic atmosphere.
The scene contains many full shots, so the video-clips seem majestic, but also far away from the
reality in 2022. It varies from where exactly these shots are taken, sometimes they are set within
the chamber, sometimes outside, behind Thorn’s back. The intention of these changes might also
be stressing the contrast between the “old world“ and 2022.
Certainly, there are not only long shots used in the scene, but also a few very expressive closeups showing the faces of Thorn and Sol. Both are so moved by the pictures of the long lost world
that they almost cry. A camera closing up to their facial expressions animates the viewer to
sympathize and sometimes to “copy“ the mood of the person being shown. The most e ective
close-up is the one ending as an absolute detail shot at the end of the dying scene: Sol tries to tell
Thorn his last words but is already weakened by the poison. The camera is so close to his mouth
that the viewer feels as if he “listened with his eyes“.
Intensifying this “optical listening“, the lightning at the end of the scene is darker because of a
sunset on the screen fading into black. This sunset probably symbolizes Sol’s death and the
death of the old world at the same time.
Surely, this whole scene would not be as e ective if there wasn’t a special sort of music playing: a
medley of well-known classical, symphonic melodies plays with the viewer’s mood. At the
beginning of the scene, the atmosphere is happy because there are twenty minutes left for Sol to
live and he enjoys the colorful beauty instead of thinking of his death. The music makes this all
appear as if nature was alive again and Sol indeed came home. The pictures appear thanks to the
melody playful and romantic.
Throughout the scene, the melancholic, sensitive atmosphere is emphasized because Thorn
watches the clips too and nally understands what Sol always talked about. After he confessed
that he never quite understood what this world misses and they told each other how much they
love the respective other, the music becomes more dramatic and the feeling that this world will
never be alive again takes over.
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Cinematic Devices

In addition to the close-ups, the nality of the moment becomes gradually more perceptible to the
viewer. The nal dramatic turning point can be allocated to the seconds in which Sol nally dies
and the former elegant and romantic music turns into a dark, nite melody.
As soon as Sol is dead, the light changes into sterile white and instead of music, there is silence.
The camera is restricted to static, distant shots, so the viewer realizes: these clips were not real, in
contrast to Sol’s death, which is absolutely real. The “naked“ truth is shown and this short
excursion into a now dead world is over.
So all in all, manifold cinematic devices were used to make this scene extremely moving. This
atmosphere might help the viewer to realize that the beauty of nature is worth being protected
and that we are lucky to still have a more or less healthy nature.

Post-Viewing
Working with the lm
Rewritten scene (00:52:00): from the perspective of Captain Hatcher
Hatcher is sweating as he stares at a short, handwritten message laying on his desk. It says
“CLOSE THE SOYLENT CASE OR YOU’LL BE FIRED. THINK OF YOUR FAMILY… – you know
who wrote this“. Suddenly, Thorn enters the bureau, Hatcher thrusts the paper aside and takes
another le in his hand.
Hatcher: (in a serious voice) I’ve got another case for you, Thorn. A member of the –
Thorn: (aggressively interrupting) What do you mean? A new case? I’ve already got a case to
solve. I wanted to report that I found out –
Hatcher: (determined) Thorn! You sign this paper and we’ll close the case. You’ve had 24 hours
and couldn’t solve it. It was a thief, a psychopath, one of the poor who couldn’t accept that there
are wealthy people in this world. There’ve always been people like that.
Thorn: (angry) 24 hours? Seriously? This case isn’t like other cases, it’s no case you solve within
24 hours! What’s up, Hatcher? Did the authorities pay you to be silent?
Hatcher: Another word and another willing person will take over your job, Thorn. There are enough
more obedient people in this world, you know?
Thorn: This is not up to you. I’ll solve this case, even if it’s the last thing I’ll ever do!
Thorn turns around to leave the room. Hatcher opens his mouth as if he wanted to say something,
but it’s too late, the door has closed. He sharply breathes in and then slowly out.
Hatcher: (mumbling) Dammit, Thorn. You have no idea what you’re about to blunder into…

Review
What if there was no nature left in this world? If trees needed an isolated room with a speci c
atmosphere to survive? If the place to sleep to most people were stairs in buildings because it is
forbidden to sleep on the streets? If normal people had to produce their own electricity? And, of
course, if we were fed dead bodies because these were the only resource available more than
enough?
Yes, you wouldn’t like to live in a world like this either, would you? But this is the vision of future
created by Richard Fleischer in 1973. Of course, people don’t know whom they’re eating: the
Soylent Company gets rid of witnesses very carefully. And maybe it’s necessary to avoid a major
catastrophe, at least this is the o cial apologize to those who are being murdered.
However, this movie has got a huge e ect on everyone who watches it. It’s not only about the
content which refers to growing problems that today are as topical as in 1973. It’s about the
atmosphere and the uncompromising way the message “Save our world because it is the most
valuable present we were ever given!“ is conveyed.
I’m not the kind of person crying all the time at tragic scenes in movies. In fact, I’ve never cried
because of a moving scene at all. BUT: Sol’s death scene in “Soylent Green“ nearly made me cry.
Astonishingly, not only one time, but three or four times as I watched it several times to analyze it.
I really tried to focus on the cinematic devices, but it’s so moving, I just couldn’t help.
The characters are not presented as people you really identify with, but as representatives for their
roles in society. Therefore, I didn’t have a favorite character which enabled me to look at the
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The lm as such
How the movie was received at the time and what impact it had on the
film industry (keywords)
Just a few cites:
“Intermittently interesting. Heston forsak[es] his granite stoicism for once. [The lm] will be most
remembered for the last appearance of Edward G. Robinson.... In a rueful irony, his death scene,
in which he is hygienically dispatched with the help of piped-in light classical music and movies of
rich elds ashed before him on a towering screen, is the best in the lm.“ (Time)
“Soylent Green projects essentially simple, muscular melodrama a good deal more e ectively
than it does the potential of man's seemingly witless destruction of the Earth's resources.“ (New
York Times)
“A silly detective yarn, full of juvenile Hollywood images. Wait 'til you see the giant snow shovel
scoop the police use to round up rowdies. You may never stop laughing.“ (Gene Siskel, American
lm critic)
“This pompously prophetic thing of a lm hasn't a brain in its beanbag. Where is democracy?
Where is the popular vote? Where is women's lib? Where are the uprising poor, who would have
suspected what was happening in a moment?“ (Penelope Gilliatt, English lm critic)
=> very di erent opinions, it seems as if you could only love it or hate it
=> I couldn’t really nd something interesting about it’s impact on the lm industry

General
What I learned while creating the viewing log and whether or not I liked
the tasks
Firstly, I hope I improved my English a little bit but I think it’s always hard to assess oneself in
terms of this. At least I can say that writing that much was helpful as a long-term practice,
therefore it must be that I improved.
What I de nitely learned was that it makes sense to start with the obligatory tasks. If you do the
most fun things rst, this can lead to problems in the end. But I’ve nished in time and I know
what I can do better the next time.
How to analyze a scene and it’s cinematic devices, as well as writing a review, was new to me. I
had written texts like these before, but back then I did not spend any attention to the formal
structure. So I hope that these texts are structured correctly in my log…
All in all, I liked the tasks (which is already visible by the length of the log). Some of them more
and some of them less, but I understand that summarizing the lm makes sense, therefore I don’t
complain ;-) What I liked the most was writing creative texts like the interview and the poem.
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movie as such a little bit easier. I assume, this was the attention of the director: to not present
people like the ones you love but as representatives. So you will get the message even better as
you look at the movie more neutral.
What I think is a key aspect of the movie’s success is the open ending. The nal demand of Thorn
to have the people informed about Soylent Green’s ingredients is not satisfyingly heard by
anybody. So in the end, the appeal goes to the viewer: change something and this horrible
scenario will never happen!
I personally liked the movie a lot because of it’s very topical message and the emotionally
e ective way it’s conveyed. I watched it three times in full length and didn’t get bored. What more
can I say to recommend this movie?

